ACREAGE REPORTING MADE EASY
MyAgData® is a cloud-based application that automates the data collection
and reporting process required by the USDA to satisfy conditions for crop
insurance and FSA program participation.
MyAgData users can upload their precision ag data
recorded during planting and harvesting to a system
that delivers the data directly to their crop insurance
agent and county FSA office. Just see your agent, get
your report and head over to the FSA. It’s that
simple.
Not yet using precision ag equipment? No problem.
You can easily manually upload your farm/tract/field
information to be utilized for reporting in the same
manner.
FAST. No more tedious
manual outlining of field
boundaries on a paper map.

EFFICIENT. Working during
off-hours? Use MyAgData
when it’s convenient for you

EASY. Our platforms are
designed for users of all
tech skill levels.

ACCURATE. Field boundaries
can be tied directly to your
as-applied precision ag data.

MOBILE. MyAgData Mobile
app lets you create
complete reports in minutes
from anywhere.

COMPLIANT. Reports are
uneditable and locked as a
source of truth after
submission.

ACCEPTED. Our reports
meet or exceed all USDA
standards.

INTEGRATED. Works with
your FMIS system. No
additional hardware needed.

POWERED BY

myagdata.com

info@myagdata.com

888-927-4011

Smooth. Quick. Convenient. Practical.
MyAgData® Mobile streamlines your data
collection and acreage reporting for FSA
programs and crop insurance.
Complete map-based acreage reports from wherever you are: in
the field or back at the office. Our acreage reports meet or exceed
all USDA regulations and standards and our maps are accepted by
FSA county offices.
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iOS? ANDROID? WINDOWS?
Use the device of your choice.
We support them all!

EFFICIENT. Log on and see
your farm-tract-field
information, select your crops,
save and submit.

EASY. Our platforms are
designed for users of all tech
skill levels.

FAST. Got a signal? WiFi
access? You can create and
submit an acreage report.

MyAgData is simply leading the pack when it comes to
map-based reporting. They understand the complexities
that can arise with geospatial data and have found a
way to keep it simple without giving up full control or
functionality. Agent Travis from Minnesota
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Some common questions about MyAgData® Mobile, answered. If there’s
anything else you’d like to know, don’t be shy. Email us at info@myagdata.com
for more information!
Can I look at a mobile report on
my office computer?

What kind of data are you
sending to the government?

How secure is the data I’m using
with MyAgData?

All the acreage reports you create
or update in MyAgData® Mobile
are immediately available in
MyAgData web app. Likewise, any
changes you make back at the
office can be seen in our mobile
app.

Nothing that doesn’t already get
sent for you to participate in FSA
Farm Programs or crop insurance:
date planted, crop planted,
location. We’re committed to
maintaining the confidentiality,
integrity and security of any data
we receive.

MyAgData® is hosted in a
federally certified Microsoft®
Windows Azure data center that is
highly scalable, secure, reliable
and available.
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